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Course Duration- 5.8 years

Degree recognized worldwide

MCI listed and recognized by WHO

MCI coaching in University campus

Affordable fee and cost of living

Availability of good Indian food  

Separate accommodation for 

girls and boys

MBBS IN RUSSIA



ABOUT RUSSIA
With an area of 17 million sq km, stretching from Europe to the Pacific Ocean, Russia is the world's largest country. Once 

the pre-eminent republic of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (commonly known as the Soviet Union), Russia became

an independent country in December 1991.Russia's rich history is reflected in it's culture of arts, literature, music, ballet 

and drama. It's breathtaking, beautiful cities of Moscow and St. Petersburg are home to iconic cathedrals, stunning imperial

palaces and superb 

Relations between India and Russia are rooted in history, mutual trust and mutually beneficial cooperation.  This is a 
strategic partnership that has withstood the test of time, and which enjoys the support of the people of both countries. 
Diplomatic relations between India and Russia began even before India achieved independence, on 13th April 1947.  In
the period immediately following independence the goal for India was attaining economic self-sufficiency through 
investment in heavy industry.  The Soviet Union has invested in several new enterprises, technology transfer, make in 
India in the areas of defence, heavy machine-building, mining, energy production and steel plants.
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Another stunning city Pskov is located in the northwestern part of European Russia, at the confluence of the Velikaya and
the Pskova rivers. One of the most ancient Russian cities, Pskov is a city where a lot of Russian architectural features were
presented for the first time. It became an important centre for trade between the interior of Russia and the Hanseatic 
seaports of the Baltic. Pskov is home to a number of picturesque and notable churches, museums, theatres and other 
star attractions.

 Another prominent highlight of the city is the Pskov State University. It is a non-profit public higher education institution
 officially recognized by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation. The Pskov University is  
 recognised both in Russia and abroad and ranked among the best in world by different organisation. In practical students
 from several countries including India are pursuing higher education courses. The city and University is clean and safe for
 it's inhabitants. The University showcases the hard work done by the highly qualified academicians and talented students.
 Its strong commitment to research and adherence to the most modern trends allow it to tackle a whole range of challenges
 that higher education faces in recent times. It has a vibrant and high-quality campus life. It offers comfortable staying facilities,
 cultural clubs, sports clubs and dance and music classes, to help students explore their interests through these wide array of 
 activities. With its well-renowned medical faculty and state-of-the-art facilities, Pskov University offers several graduate and
 doctoral programmes in medicine. Students from around the globe, particularly from the developing nations, come to study
 here. At regular periods, students are allocated to hospitals around the city for real-life experiences and learning.

Year of foundation 1932

PSKOV

Pskov University welcomes you to a bright future as Doctors and wishes you all the best



Pskov

DelMos

Branch Office: Unit 3, 3rd Floor, Pandooi Place 
(opposite Harihar Chamber), Boring Road, Patna -1

Mob: +918873765446
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